FLOWCOM: YOUR DIGITAL REGISTER SOLUTION

Specially designed LCD display can be read in bright sunlight and will not be damaged by prolonged exposure to sunlight. The indicator-totalizer is encapsulated in a moisture resistant barrier so no moisture can come in contact with the electronic components. This solid state design offers extended life.

**Long Life Battery**
The battery has a 6 to 10 year lifespan.

**Transmitter Optional Outputs**
- AMI compatible output
- 4-20mA
- Pulse output
- Contact closure

**Memory**
The non-volatile memory retains the totalizer quantity and programming.

**Easy Installation**
The electronic meters can be installed vertically, horizontally, or inclined.

**In-field Conversion Kits**
Water Specialties mechanical propeller meters can be converted to electronic propeller meters in the field.

** McCrometer's Expertise in Flow Physics**

A Leader in Flow Metering Solutions

Our application engineers, researchers, and designers apply their expertise in real-world fluid dynamics to continuously improve our innovative flow metering solutions. Instrument, process, facility, and consulting engineers worldwide have confidently chosen McCrometer’s flow meters for over 60 years.

**Committed to Quality Manufacturing in the USA**
McCrometer prides itself on the fact that all Water Specialties flow meters are designed, manufactured, and tested in the USA. Manufacturing takes place in our headquarters in Hemet, California and we own and operate one of the world’s largest volumetric test facilities in Porterville, California. Our manufacturing facilities and quality control systems are the foundation for being a trusted supplier. Our USA based, high quality manufacturing is another reason our customers around the world have confidently chosen McCrometer flow meters for their most challenging flow applications since 1955.

**Built to Last in the Harshest Conditions**
The Water Specialties Propeller Meter is uniquely designed to meet the flow measurement needs of water and wastewater users. Employed extensively in the water and wastewater industry, it has built a reputation for durability, reliability and high performance.

Our knowledgeable staff can assess your flow measurement application and help you find the best metering technology for your situation. To find out more about our flow measurement products, or for a free flow evaluation, contact your nearest Water Specialties representative today or visit our website at www.mccrometer.com.

### Installation Notes
- Meters bolt into existing Water Specialties saddles or meter tubes.
- Installation is made by using one of many types of pipe couplings available or by welding to adjoining pipe.
- Installation is made by cutting a hole in the existing pipe and then attaching meter securely to the line.

Blue shaded model numbers are standard totalizer options. Replacement meter heads available for other brands of meters. Consult factory for special pressure ratings or materials of construction.
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